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Alexander 

(Oliver Stone, 2004) 

 

 
 

They can’t fit the story of Alexander the Great into the standard sword-and-sandals template 

of Evil Empire versus Plucky Little Republics (or Republicans) which, stolen from Star Wars, 

works so well in Gladiator. “Macedon” doesn’t resonate like “Rome” does; and Alexander 

himself is, in potential, much more of an Evil Emperor than a Plucky Little Republican. The 

historical Alexander has much more in common with Genghis Khan, Attila the Hun, or 

Tamberlaine the Great than he does with Luke Skywalker or Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

 So they invent for him an Edward Saidian side: in the movie, he’s much more 

sympathetic to the Central Asian areas and Indian enclaves that he subdues than are his 

fellow-Macedonians, who are a racist lot, despite being played, like the Scotsmen in 

Braveheart, almost entirely by Irish actors. These Macedonians don’t like his marriage to the 

beautiful Roxanne, who, as played by Rosario Dawson, is definitely more Afro-Caribbean 

than she is Kazakh, or Kirghizh, or whatever the original Roxanne was. This Alexander 

dreams of uniting all races as one, and of making all folks from Macedon to Monmouth 

(almost) self-governing. In this way he is, of course, closer to George Bush than to anyone 

else, expect that you can’t accuse him of having a Hidden Agenda relating to Oil. 

 Neither can you accuse George Bush of being bisexual (if only you could, how much 

more fun White House Watching would be); this Alexander has deep dark eyes and is really 

much more fond of Hephaestion than he is of Roxanne – this despite the fact that Ms Dawson 

is gifted with the most terrific set of knockers since the young Pamela Anderson (she acts 

with great ferocity, too). 

 But they carry over the Alexander=Bush parallel by having all the Persians played as 

degenerates with disgusting curly beards and lots of eye-shadow (though Hephaestion wears a 

bit of eye-shadow, too). One’s reminded of all those American commentators who insisted on 

mispronouncing Saddam Hussein as Sodom Hussein. This Alexander may be ac/dc, but he’s 

also blond, and Irish (a rare combination), and really loves his partners. 
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 He also really loves his mum, Olympias (Angelina Jolie), and his dad, Philip of Macedon 

(Val Kilmer, one of many Macdeonians in the movie afflicted with the loss of an eye). As his 

parents are very seriously at odds almost from his birth, and as his mum appears about the 

same age as him, this gives him a psychic imbalance, which perhaps – we aren’t really told – 

explains both his bisexuality and his insecure wanderlust. 

 

 
  

   The cinematic Bucephalus         The real Bucephalus. 

 

 Bucephalus is terrifically well-cast, and his fight with the elephant just about worth 

waiting for (it’s about twenty minutes before the end of the 175-minute long film). I don’t 

think Bucephalus ever did have a fight with an elephant, but the magnificent black steed 

convinces you that if he had had, this would have been just what it was like. 

 

The movie doesn’t feel at all like an Oliver Stone movie. There’s little or no crazy editing, as 

in Natural Born Killers; only a bit of excess colour-jumping and -drenching – especially 

when Alexander dies – and of course, no hero with whom we all can identify, as in JFK, or no 

hero so well documented that all we can do is empathise with him and nod sagely, no matter 

how wicked he gets, as in Nixon. Above all, as I said above, it’s politically just a bit naïve, 

which no-one ever said about a Stone film before. Huge amounts of clunky, pseudo-period 

dialogue, in the style of Troy, don’t help: and several scenes go on far too long, which again is 

a new one for Stone. And having Anthony Hopkins as narrator and bridging component is 

straight out of Chaplin – though it’s a bit less obvious here than it is there. 

 It feels as though Stone’s usual detailed grasp of the actual – quirky, but keen – has 

deserted him in a desert of epic awe and historical hysteria. 
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 The Christopher Plummer character, lecturing the boys on Greek moderation, is Aristotle, 

though you wouldn’t know it. He doesn’t play the taws on Alexander’s bottom. 

 Colin Farrell is one of the most amazing young actors about. His breakdown confession 

in Phone Booth – done in one take, and that the first take – is breathtaking in its depth and 

confidence. But as Alexander, he is, despite those eyes, and despite the physique, unconfident 

and uncertain, as though the script’s heavy, unfocussed problems with Alexander’s 

motivation and psychology have infected and defeated him. 

 

 
 

 


